
19 Seabrae Drive, Redland Bay

This absolutely stunning, executive style home is the
epitome of luxury and comfort. Perched on an expansive
block, this property offers ample space for your family to
spread out and enjoy the Australian Native Surrounds all
within walking distance to the lapping shores of Moreton
Bay at the Sandy Cove Foreshore.

Upon entering, you will be greeted with sheer grandeur
by a foyer and sitting area with ultra-high ceilings which
leads to multiple living areas. The design seamlessly
connects the chef-inspired kitchen, dining, and living
spaces together, creating a perfect environment for
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entertaining guests and spending quality time with your
family.

There is too much to mention about this spectacular
home and it truly needs to be seen in person to be able to
appreciate just how magical it is.

WHAT YOU'LL LOVE:
* Sprawling 1499m2 block
* Executive style family home
* Ample living space + dual living easily achieved
* Immaculate Australian Native garden
* Moments to Sandy Cove Foreshore beach
* Chef inspired kitchen
* Ducted air conditioning throughout
* Huge master suite
* In-ground Pool
* Ultra high ceilings
* High-end finishes
* The ultimate 'bush to beach' property
* Two master bedrooms
* Plenty of off-street parking for large families
* Huge study / 5th bedroom
* Large outdoor patio looking over gardens

The kitchen is a chef's dream, featuring modern
appliances, ample storage space, and a large island
bench. The adjacent dining area overlooks the beautifully
landscaped backyard, creating a serene and peaceful
atmosphere.

The property boasts four generously sized bedrooms as
well as an oversized study that is easily used as a 5th
bedroom, providing plenty of space for a growing family
or accommodating guests. The master suite is a true
retreat, complete with a private ensuite and a walk-in
robe. The remaining bedrooms are serviced by two
additional bathrooms, ensuring everyone is comfortable.

For those who love to entertain, this property offers a
covered outdoor area that is perfect for hosting BBQs or
enjoying alfresco dining. The expansive backyard
provides endless possibilities, whether you want to create
a lush garden oasis or install a pool for those hot summer
days.
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